Echogenicity variations from porcine blood I: the "bright collapsing ring" under pulsatile flow.
The temporal and radial variations of the echogenicity from porcine blood were investigated using a linear M12L transducer with a GE LOGIQ 700 Expert system. The "bright collapsing ring" (BRCR) phenomenon, a bright echogenic ring converging from the periphery to the center of the tube wall and eventually collapsing during a pulsatile cycle in cross-sectional B-mode images, was observed from porcine blood in a mock flow loop within a 0.95-cm diameter tube under certain flow conditions. The BRCR phenomenon from porcine blood was stronger as the peak speed was increased from 10 to 25 cm/s, and the mean echogenicity and the "black hole" (BLH) phenomenon, a central echo-poor zone surrounded by a bright hyperechoic zone, became weaker. As stroke rate was increased from 20 to 60 beats/min (bpm), both the BRCR and the BLH phenomena became weaker. These two phenomena were observed at three transmitting frequencies (9, 11 and 13 MHz). As hematocrit was increased from 12 to 45%, the BRCR phenomenon became more apparent. The nonlinear behavior of backscatter as a function of hematocrit reaching a maximum at hematocrit of 10 approximately 20% was observed near the tube wall, but it changed at the center of the tube, indicating the importance of hemodynamics on the ultrasonic backscatter from flowing blood. The combined effects of shear rate and acceleration on red blood cell aggregation are suggested as a possible mechanism for these phenomena.